Soccer Strong In First Game

PRACTICE GAME SHOWS
REAL SOCCER QUALITY

George Collins, Famous Football
Star, Coaches Team

Saturday’s practice was the first of the season, showed the coaches that the 1921 team had not been under it, and is ready for the inten- sity of big-time football. The new men are making excellent shows in practice, they will probably meet strong competition from the remain- der of the year, but this team has not yet put up. These few men are going to be needed, as they have had the experience of last year’s games and are a part of the squad.

Coaching this year will be much more thorough than ever before, and the top men will be put up to the mark. The coaches have been more successful in the selection of their material, and the squad is twice as large as the football team. Under his direction will be the squad which will be at Tech Field at least once a week. Those three-parts of the team will be coached separately to some ex- tent, because they are coached by a man who understands the playing of the game. The back field and the forwards by someone who has played back himself. After a little difficulty, accommodations have been made by which the soccer team will give to the exclusive use of the Tech Field three times a week. This is in reality a measure of the way the Tech football team has not been able to get this privilege, which was held by the Yale field in Cambridge. Fernandes on the Tech team has been prevented from coming out for the Tech football team and has been held in reserve for the Yale, which was injured, but it is expected that he will continue with the squad.

START FALL TRACK WORK
New Training Plans for the Fall
—Olympic Star in '25

This year Coach Kanaly plans to re- train his training schedules up to the Olympic track meet. He will conduct full cross country training, at once so that the new men can get into the early spring mists. Since Tech- nology has no indoor quarters for winter practice, an enforced vacation in the summer will mean the necessity of being in shape again.

The work will consist of both track and cross-country training. It will be supervised by Kanaly himself as it is in the spring, even to the point of the coach coming on the cross country team to occupy his time there. Every man is being watched to see which of the incoming class towards Technology has no indoor quarters for winter practice, an enforced vacation in the summer will mean the necessity of being in shape again.
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